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Model checking is one of the formal verification techniques which investigates the
state space of a model. Since the state space of a model may become very large in
general, various abstraction methods have been proposed to make the state space
smaller. Symmetry Reduction is used to obtain a smaller state space based on the
symmetry of a model. The symmetry of a model is usually obtained by program
analysis or given by a user as a high-level specification. In contrast, graph rewriting
systems, whose objects are graphs possibly with innate symmetries, can take the
advantage of Symmetry Reduction without additional information. However, in most
cases, we have to describe symmetries explicitly as graph isomorphism even in graph
rewriting systems.
The aim of this study is to provide model transformation which reduces the state
space of a model without the user’s efforts. We propose a method to reveal the
symmetry of a model by transformation between graph rewriting systems. We use
a hierarchical graph rewriting language LMNtal as a modeling language to describe
graph rewriting systems.
The thesis describes three main results.
First, we study a relation between the semantics of LMNtal and Symmetry Reduc-
tion. The relation between them has not been formalized before. We showed that
Symmetry Reduction in LMNtal corresponds to obtaining the quotient of a state
space by structural congruence, which is an equivalence relation on LMNtal terms.
The quotient gives sound and complete transformation in model checking.
Second, we provide a general framework that abstracts models with an equivalence
relation enhancing structural congruence, which is a first step toward model checking
with abstraction in LMNtal. The framework allows us to introduce more effective
but not complete model abstraction such as interval analysis which divides the set
of integers into intervals, in addition to sound and complete abstraction such as the
quotient by structural congruence.
Third, we propose a concrete method of model transformation called UPE (Unused
Process Elimination) which abstracts away unnecessary parts in terms of model ac-
tions and verification. This method abstracts the parts of a model which break the
symmetry of a model and reveals the symmetry as structural congruence. The theo-
retical foundation of UPE is based on the framework of the second result. The effect
of UPE is experimented on several examples, and we observed that UPE significantly
reduced the number of the states of state spaces of models by exploiting the innate
symmetry of models.
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(process) P ::= 0 (null)
| p(X1, . . . , Xm) (m ≥ 0) (atom)
| P, P (molecule)
| {P} (cell)
| T :- T (rule)
(process template) T ::= 0 (null)
| p(X1, . . . , Xm) (m ≥ 0) (atom)
| P, P (molecule)
| {P} (cell)
| T :- T (rule)
| @p (rule context)
| $p[X1, . . . , Xm | ∗X] (m ≥ 0) (process context)
? 2.1 Syntax of LMNtal
(E1) 0, P ≡ P (E2) P,Q ≡ Q,P (E3) P, (Q,R) ≡ (P,Q), R
(E4) P ≡ P [Y/X] if X is a local link of P
(E5)
P ≡ P ′
P,Q ≡ P ′, Q (E6)
P ≡ P ′
{P} ≡ {P ′}
(E7) X = X ≡ 0 (E8) X = Y ≡ Y = X
(E9) X = Y, P ≡ P [Y/X] if P is an atom and X occurs free in P
(E10) {X = Y, P} ≡ X = Y, {P} if exactly one of X and Y occurs free in P
? 2.2 Structural congruence on LMNtal processes [12]
2.2 ????????????









??Q? P , P ′ ?????????????????????????????? (E5)
??????????????? 2.5 ??????????(E7) ??????????
????????????????????????????(E8)?=????????
????????????????????????????????????(E9)?





???????????????????????????(E4) ?? LMNtal ??
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? p(X1, . . . , Xm) ?????????
Xm = p(X1, . . . , Xm−1)????????Yi = p(X1, . . . , Xm), q(Y1, . . . , Yi, . . . , Yn)?
q(Y1, . . . , p(X1, . . . , X −m), . . . , Yn)??????????
2.2.1 ??????????????
(E9)???????P ????????????????????????????
?????????? (E9’)??????(E9)? (E10)? (E9’)??????????
???
?? 2.2.1. ? 2.2?????????(E1)?(E8),(E9’)??????????????
???
??. (E9, E10 =⇒ E9’) P ???????????????P ??????? (E9)
?? X = Y, P ≡ P [Y/X]?P = P1, P2???? X ? P1 ????????P2 ???
??????????X = Y, P ≡ (X = Y, P1), P2 ≡ P1[Y/X], P2 ≡ P [Y/X] ???
???P = {P ′} ????X = Y, P ≡ X = Y, {P ′} ≡ {X = Y, P ′} ≡ {P ′[Y/X]} ≡
{P ′}[Y/X] ≡ P [Y/X]??????????(E9), (E10) =⇒ (E9’)????
(E9’ =⇒ E9, E10) (E9’) =⇒ (E9)????????{X = Y, P} ≡ {P [Y/X]} ≡
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(R1)
P −→ P ′
P,Q −→ P ′, Q (R2)
P −→ P ′
{P} −→ {P ′} (R3)
Q ≡ P P −→ P ′ P ′ ≡ Q
Q −→ Q′
(R4) {X = Y, P} −→ X=Y, {P} if X and Y occur free in {X = Y, P}
(R5) X = Y, {P} −→ {X = Y, P} if X and Y occur free in P
(R6) Tθ, (T :- U) −→ Uθ, (T :- U)
? 2.3 Reduction relation on LMNtal processes [12]
{P}[Y/X] ≡ X = Y, {P}??????(E9’) =⇒ (E10)??????
??? (E9)?(E10)????? (E9’)????(E9’)???? (E9)?????????
2.3 ????
???LMNtal???????????????LMNtal???????? 2.3???
???????????????????????? (R6) ????(R6) ??????







???? LP M? P ???????????
???????? 0??????????????????????????????
???? N>0∗ ???????????????????????????? ϵ ???
????????????????????????????????????????
? Atom?????????????? Link ????????????????, ?
{}???????????? c?m??????????? Symb?
Symb ::= Atom ∪ Link ∪ {0, c,m}
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???????
??? P ????????????????????????????LP M????
?????LP M : N>0∗ → Symb ∪ {⊥}? P ??????????????
L0M(pi) := 0 (pi = ϵ) Lp(X1, . . . , Xn)M(pi) := {p (pi = ϵ)
Xi (pi = i)
LP,QM(pi) :=

c (pi = ϵ)LP M(ρ) (pi = 1ρ)LQM(ρ) (pi = 2ρ) L{P}M :=
{
m (pi = ϵ)LP M(ρ) (pi = 1ρ)






?? 2.5.1 (E5??). P,Q ≡ P ′, Q =⇒ P ≡ P ′
?? 2.5.1 ????????????????P = a(X, Y), b(X)?P ′ = a(Y, X), b(X)?
Q = b(Y)?????P,Q ≡ P ′, Q?? P ̸≡ P ′ ??????????????????





?? 2.5.2. P,Q ≡ P ′, Q =⇒ P,0 ≡ P ′,0
?? 2.5.2??????????????????????????? 0??????
??????????????????? pi????????????????????
???? pi ????? P ?????? pi ??????? P \ pi ???????????
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(refl) P ≡ P ; [pi 7→ pi] (trans) P ≡ Q; f Q ≡ R; g
P ≡ R; g ◦ f
(e1) 0, P ≡ P ; [2pi 7→ pi, ϵ 7→ ϵ] (e1′) P ≡ 0, P ; [pi 7→ 2pi]
(e2) P,Q ≡ Q,P ; [1pi 7→ 2pi, 2ρ 7→ 1ρ, ϵ 7→ ϵ]
(e3) P, (Q,R) ≡ (P,Q), R; [1pi 7→ 11pi, 21ρ 7→ 12ρ, 22θ 7→ 2θ, ϵ 7→ ϵ]
(e3′) (P,Q), R ≡ P, (Q,R); [11pi 7→ 1pi, 12ρ 7→ 21ρ, 2θ 7→ 22θ, ϵ 7→ ϵ]
(e4) P ≡ P [Y/X]; [pi 7→ pi (LP M(pi) ̸= X)]
(e5)
P ≡ P ′; f
P,Q ≡ P ′, Q; [1pi 7→ 1f(pi) (f(pi) ̸= ⊥), 2ρ 7→ 2ρ, ϵ 7→ ϵ]
(e6)
P ≡ P ′; f
{P} ≡ {P ′}; [1pi 7→ 1f(pi) (f(pi) ̸= ⊥), ϵ 7→ ϵ]
(e7) X = X ≡ 0; [pi 7→ ⊥] (e7′) 0 ≡ X = X; [pi 7→ ⊥]
(e8) X = Y ≡ Y = X; [ϵ 7→ ϵ, 1 7→ 2, 2 7→ 1]
(e9) X = Y, P ≡ P [Y/X]; [2pi 7→ pi (LP M(pi) ̸= X)]
(e9′) P [Y/X] ≡ X = Y, P ; [pi 7→ 2pi (LP M(pi) ̸= X)]
? 2.4
?????
P \ ϵ = 0
(P,Q) \ 1pi = (P \ pi), Q (P,Q) \ 2pi = P, (Q \ pi)
{P} \ 1pi = {P \ pi}
???2????????????????????
?? 2.5.1. ?? f : N>0∗ → N>0∗ ∪ {⊥}? 2?????? P,Q????
∀pi ∈ N>0∗. f(pi) ̸= ⊥ =⇒ LP M(pi) = LQM(f(pi))
????????f ? P ?? Q????????
2???????? P,Q???? P ≡ Q????????????????????
??? P ≡ Q???? N>0∗ ???? f ? P ≡ Q; f ??????????? 2.4??
???? f ???????????? 2.4???????????? P ?? Q????
????????????????????????????????????????
(E1)?(E4)?(E7)?(E9)????????????????????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
?? 2.5.1 (?????????). 2???????? P,Q?????P ?? Q???
????? f ??????????LP M(pi) ∈ Atom ∪ {m}?? ∀ρ ∈ N>0∗. LP M(piρ) ̸=
⊥ =⇒ f(piρ) ̸= ⊥??????? pi ?????P \ pi ≡ Q \ f(pi)??????
??. ?????????????????????????
(refl) ???????????(trans) ?????????????? pi ????
P \ pi ≡ Q \ f(pi)?? Q \ f(pi) ≡ R \ g(f(pi))??????? P \ pi ≡ R \ g(f(pi))?
???(e1) ????(0, P ) \ 2pi = 0, (P \ pi) ≡ P \ pi ???????(e1’), (e2), (e3),
(e3’)?????????????(e4)????P ???? pi ? X ?????????
????????????? pi ? X ?????????????? ρ ∈ N>0∗ ????
P \ piρ ≡ P [Y/X] \ piρ??????(e5)???????????? P \ pi ≡ P ′ \ f(pi)?
??? (P,Q) \ 1pi = (P \ pi), Q ≡ (P ′ \ f(pi)), Q = (P ′, Q) \ 1f(pi)?? (P,Q) \ 2pi =
P, (Q \ pi) ≡ P ′, (Q \ pi) = (P ′, Q) \ 2pi ???????(e6) ??????????(e7)
???????? pi ????????????????(e7’)????????(e8)??
??????????????? ϵ??????????? 0????(e9), (e9’)???
? (e4)???????
???????????? (E5)?????????????????????
?? 2.5.2. ? P?P ′ ?????P, {} ≡ P ′, {} =⇒ P,0 ≡ P ′,0??????
??. P, {}?? P ′, {}????????? f ????????????????f(2) ̸=
⊥????????????????????????? (P, {}) \ 2 ≡ (P ′, {}) \ f(2)?
P ′ ? {} ????????????????LP, {}M(2) = LP ′, {}M(f(2)) ???? f ?
f(2) = 2?????P ′ ? {}??????????????LP, {}M(pi) = LP ′, {}M(f(pi))
???? pi ? pi = 2 ???????? 1 ??????????? pi ???? f(pi) = 2
??????? pi′ ?????????[pi 7→ pi′, pi′ 7→ pi] ◦ f ? P ???????
g = [pi 7→ pi′, pi′ 7→ pi] ◦ f ??????? g ? (e5)???????????g ?????
??????????? g ???? f ?????f(2) = 2??????????
(P, {}) \ 2 ≡ (P ′, {}) \ f(2)
⇐⇒ (P, {}) \ 2 ≡ (P ′, {}) \ 2
⇐⇒ P,0 ≡ P ′,0
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?? 2.5.2???????????????
? 2.5.1. ? P?P ′?Q ?????Q ??????????????????????
??P,Q ≡ P ′, Q =⇒ P,0 ≡ P ′,0??????
????Q??????????????????????????
?? 2.5.3. ? P , P ′, Q?????P ? Q?P ′ ? Q???????????????
??????????????????????? Q???????????????
? P,0 ≡ P ′,0??????
??. ? P , P ′, Q?????P ? Q?P ′ ? Q??????????????????
??P,Q ≡ P ′, Q????P,Q?? P ′, Q????????? f ????LP,QM(2pi) ∈ Atom?????? 2pi ???? 2Π ????Q ??????????
??????????????????? ∀pi ∈ N>0∗LQM(pi) ∈ Atom =⇒ f(pi) ̸= ⊥
?????????????? 2pi ∈ 2Π????
LP,QM(2pi) = LP ′, QM(f(2pi)) ⇐⇒ LQM(pi) = LP ′, QM(f(2pi))
????????????LP ′, QM(f(2pi)) = LQM(pi) ∈ Atom?????Q? P ′????
????????????????? ρ ∈ N>0∗????? LP ′, QM(f(2pi)) = LP ′, QM(2ρ)
???????? 2Π????? f(2pi) ∈ 2Π??????f ? P,Q????? Q??
???? P,Q′ ? Q???????????? 2pi ∈ 2Π??????? (P,Q) \ 2Π?
???????????????
(P,Q) \ 2Π ≡ (P ′, Q) \ f(2Π)
????????(P ′, Q) \ f(2Π)? Q?????????????????????
?????Q???????????
(P,Q) \ 2Π ≡ (P ′, Q) \ f(2Π) ⇐⇒ P,0 ≡ P ′,0
????Q??????????? 2.5.1?? P,0 ≡ P ′,0??????
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2.6 LMNtal????
LMNtal?????????? 2.3???????????????????LMNtal
? P ??? JP K? P ????????????????????? 2????????
??????????
?? 2.6.1. LMNtal? P ??? JP K??? 3?? (SP , RP , P )??????????
??????????
1. SP : LMNtal???????????? I ?????
2. RP : LMNtal???????????? SP ?? 2???
3. IP : P ?????????????????????
???????????????????????????? AP ????????
???????????? L : SP → 2AP ????????????????????
??? LMNtal ????????????????????????????? P ?
T :- U ????????????????? P ??????? T :- U ???????
????????????????????????????????????????
???? JP K = (SP , RP , P, L)????JP K?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????
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??????????????????????? 2????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?? 2.6.2. ????????? R1?R2 ?????? P?Q????
P,R1 −→ Q,R1 ⇐⇒ P,R2 −→ Q,R2
???????R1 ? R2 ?????????












Reduction[9]????Symmetry Reduction??????????? S ?? S ????
? σ ???????????????????? s ∈ S ? σ(s)???????????
??????s??????? s, σ(s), σ(σ(s)), . . . ????S ?? S ????????
???????????????????????? S ??????????????
?????????
Kripke ??M = (S,R,L) ?????S ????? G ???? σ ? R ??????
????
∀s1, s2 ∈ S. (s1, s2) ∈ R =⇒ (σ(s1), σ(s2)) ∈ R)
????????σ ?M ????????????????????????????
G?????? σ ?M ????????????
∀s1, s2 ∈ S, ∀σ ∈ G. (s1, s2) ∈ R ⇐⇒ (σ(s1), σ(s2)) ∈ R)
??????????????G ?????? σ ?M ????????????G ?
M ??????????S ?????? Sym(S) ?????θ(s) = {σ(s) | σ ∈ G}
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???????? θ(s) ? s ??????????θ(s) ?????????????
θ(s) ????????rep(θ(s)) ????M ?????? G ?????M ????
MG = (SG, RG, LG)??????????
• SG = {θ(s) | s ∈ S}
• RG = {(θ(s1), θ(s2)) | (s1, s2) ∈ R}
• LG = L(rep(θ(s)))
???????? CTL*? f ????M ??? s? f ???????M, s |= f ???
?????????? [5]?
M, s |= f ⇐⇒ MG, θ(s) |= f
???MG ?M ???????????MG ???????????????????
MG ???????? Symmetry Reduction????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????? S ???? E ??????????LMNtal? P ???? E
? JP K???????????????
3.2 ????????????? E ???
E ?????????????????????????(E5)?(E6) ??????
?????????????????????????????????(E5) ? (E6)
??????????????????(E5) ? (E6) ???????????????
???????????????????????????? 3.1 ????? 3.1 ??
s[X ↔ Y ]? s???? X ? Y ??Y ? X ???????????????P [Y//X]
? P ???????????? X ? Y ???????????
σ1,n, σ4,X↔Y ?????????????????????????????????
??σ1,n ? (E1)?????????????? σ1 ??? 0, P ↔ P ????????




?????????? F ??????????E1 ? {σ1,n | n ∈ N}?E2 ? {σ4,X↔Y |
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σ1,n(LsM) :=

LsM (s = 0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, P ∧ 2n ≤ k)
L0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−n
, P M (s = 0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, P ∧ n ≤ k < 2n)
L0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k+n
, P M (s = 0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, P ∧ 0 ≤ k < n)
σ2(LsM) := {LQ,P M (s = P,Q)LsM (otherwise) σ3(LsM) :=

LP, (Q,R)M (s = (P,Q), R)L(P,Q), RM (s = P, (Q,R))LsM (otherwise)
σ4,X↔Y (LsM) := {Ls[X ↔ Y ]M (Either X or Y is local and the other is free in s)LsM (otherwise)
σ7(LsM) :=

LX = XM (s = 0)L0M (s = X = X)LsM (otherwise) σ8(LsM) :=
{LY = XM (s = X = Y )LsM (otherwise)
σ9(LsM) :=

LP [Y//X]M (s = X = Y, P and X occurs free in P )LX = Y, P [X//Y ]M (s = P and Y occurs in P )LsM (otherwise)
? 3.1 A family of fundamental mappings
X,Y ∈ Link}?E3 ? {σ2, σ3, σ7, σ8, σ9, σ10}????
F (X) := E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 ∪ {σ ◦ τ | σ, τ ∈ X} ∪ {µ5σ | σ ∈ X} ∪ {µ6σ | σ ∈ X}
????µ5σ?µ6σ ?????????
µ5σ(LsM)(pi) := {σ(LP M)(ρ) (s = P,Q ∧ pi = 1ρ)LsM(pi) (otherwise)
µ6σ(LsM)(pi) := {σ(LP M)(ρ) (s = {P} ∧ pi = 1ρ)LsM(pi) (otherwise)
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??????????????????
(µ5σ)
−1(LsM)(pi) := {σ−1(LP M)(ρ) (s = P,Q ∧ pi = 1ρ)LsM(pi) (otherwise)
(µ6σ)
−1(LsM)(pi) := {σ−1(LP M)(ρ) (s = {P} ∧ pi = 1ρ)LsM(pi) (otherwise)
F ???????????????????????? E ???????????E
???????????????? ∼E ?????????????
P ∼E Q ⇐⇒ ∃σ ∈ E. LQM = σLP M
3.3 ??? E ??????????
≡? ∼E ????????????
?? 3.3.1. ????? P,Q???? P ≡ Q ⇐⇒ P ∼E Q??????
??. (⇒) ≡ ?????????????????????????????????
???? ∼E ??????????????????????(E1)? 1???????
?????? 0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
, P ≡ 0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
, P ??????????????L0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
, P M =
σL0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
, P M???? σ? σ = σ1,m ◦ σ1,n ????P ≡ Q? (E1), (E5), (E6)???
??????????????????????σ ? E2, E3 ?????? LQM = σLP M
?????(E5), (E6) ?????????????????????????????
P,Q? (E5)???? P ≡ Q????????? s, s′, t??????(P = s, t), (Q =
s′, t), s ≡ s′ ???????? Ls′M = σLsM?? σ ∈ E ??????????LQM(1pi) =
σLsM(pi), LQM(2pi) = LtM(pi)????µ5σLP M(1pi) = σLsM(pi), µ5σLP M(2pi) = LtM(pi)??
????????LQM = µ5σLP M????(E6)???????????????????
???????? P,Q???? Q = σP ?? σ ∈ E ?????????????
(⇐) E ??????? E1, E2, E3 ???? µ5σ, µ6σ ?????????????
???????????????????????????????? P,Q ????LQM = σ1,nLP M??????P = 0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, R????Q = 0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−n
, R??? 0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k+n
, R
????(E1) ?? 0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, R ≡ 0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−n
, R ≡ 0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k+n
, R ????????????
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? P ≡ Q ??????σ ? E2, E3 ?????????????LQM = µ5σLP M ???LQM = µ6σLP M???? σ ? µ5 ? µ6 ??????????????σ ? µ5 ??? µ6
???????? σ ? E1, E2, E3 ?????????????LQM = µ5σLP M????
P = s, t?? s, t?????
LQM(pi) = {σ(LsM)(ρ) (pi = 1ρ)LP M(pi) (otherwise)
?????LQM = LP M ????P = s, t ?? s, t ??????????LQM(ϵ) = c?LQM(2pi) = LtM(pi)?Ls′M = σLsM ???????????? s′ ≡ s ??????Q =
s′, t ≡ s, t = P???? P ≡ Q??????LQM = LP M???????????µ6σ ?
?????????????
???????? E ?????????????????????????????
3.4 LMNtal???? Symmetry Reduction
LMNtal ?????????????????????????P ?????? JP K
? E ???????????????????Symmetry Reduction????????
E ???????? JP K???????????????????? (R3)??????
?? s, s′, t, t′ ????
s −→ t ∧ s ≡ s′ ∧ t ≡ t′ =⇒ s′ −→ t′
⇐⇒ (∃σ, τ ∈ E, s −→ t ∧ s′ = σs ∧ t′ = τt) =⇒ s′ −→ t′
⇐⇒ ∀σ, τ ∈ E, (s −→ t ∧ s′ = σs ∧ t′ = τt) =⇒ s′ −→ t′
⇐⇒ ∀σ, τ ∈ E, s −→ t =⇒ σs −→ τt.
????????????E ??????? σ ????? P ????? JP K =
(SP , RP , IP , LP ) ???? ∀s, t. (s, t) ∈ RP ⇐⇒ (σ(s), σ(t)) ∈ RP ??????
???E ???????? JP K??????????????LMNtal???????
??????????????????????????????????SP ????
















a, b, c, . . . , z −→ lower alphabet
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?????????? ∼a ? ∼p ?????????????????
lower alphabet ∼a a ∼a b ∼a c ∼a . . . ∼a z
positive number ∼p 1 ∼p 2 ∼p . . .
??? ∼a ? ∼n ????????????????????? rep(−) ?????
rep∼a(lower alphabet) = rep∼a(a) = . . . = rep∼a(z) = lower alphabet
rep∼n(positive number) = rep∼n(1) = rep∼n(2) = . . . = positive number













????????? JP K?????????? JP K# ???????????????
???????
?? 4.2.1 (?????????). JP K??????f ???????????????
??? (−)# : JP K 7→ JP K# ?????












??JP K = (SP , RP , IP , LP )?JP K/∼ = (S′P , R′P , I ′P , L′P )?α : SP → S′P ?????
(s, t) ∈ RP =⇒ (α(s), α(t)) ∈ R′P
s ∈ IP =⇒ α(s) ∈ I ′P













???????????LMNtal???????????? LP : SP −→ 2AP ????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? α??????????
?????∼a ??? z :- a ?????????????????????????
???????????? lower alphabet :- lower alphabet??????????
???? JP K ? z :- a ??????????? JP K/∼a ???? lower alphabet :-
lower alphabet????????????????????????????????
???
???? P?Q???? α????????? α(P,Q) ≡ α(P ), α(Q)???????
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?? 4.3.1. R ???T :- U ??????????????????? θ ???? R
? Tθ?R? Uθ?????? α??????????????????α′(R, Tθ, (T :-
U)) −→ α′(R,Uθ, (T :- U))????????? α′ ??????
??. α′(R, Tθ, (T :- U)) ≡ α(R, Tθ), α′(T :- U) ????R ? Tθ ? α ?????
???????α(R, Tθ) ≡ α(R), α(Tθ) ????α(Tθ) = Tθ ?? α(Uθ) = Uθ ??
??????α′(T :- U) = T :- U ?????????????α(Tθ) ̸= Tθ ???
α(Uθ) ̸= Uθ ????????α(Tθ) :- α(Uθ)??????????????????
??????????
α′(R, Tθ, (T :- U))
≡ α(R), α(Tθ), (α(Tθ) :- α(Uθ)), (T :- U)
−→ α(R), α(Uθ), (α(Tθ) :- α(Uθ)), (T :- U)







??????????????????? [14]?LMNtal ??? SLIM ???????
????????????? 1 ???????????????? 0 ?????? 3 ?
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??????????????? ∼± ?????????
0(X)
pos(X) ∼± 1(X) ∼± 2(X) ∼± . . .
neg(X) ∼± -1(X) ∼± -2(X) ∼± . . .
SLIM????????????????????????????????????
????x(X), y(Y) :- Z = X + Y | z(Z) ???????????? x ? y ????
??????? z??????????????????????? :-? |?????
Z = X + Y ??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
x(0), y(0) :- z(0)
x(0), y(1) :- z(1)
x(1), y(0) :- z(1)
x(0), y(-1) :- z(-1)
...
????????????????????????????? ∼± ?????????
?? α± ?????α± ?????????????????
α±(p(X1, . . . , Xn)) =

0(X1) (p(X1, . . . , Xn) = 0(X1))
pos(X1) (n = 1 ∧ p?????)
neg(X1) (n = 1 ∧ p?????)
p(X1, . . . , Xn) (otherwise)
α±(P,Q) = α±(P ), α±(Q) α±({P}) = {α±(P )}





x(0), y(0) :- z(0)
x(0), y(pos) :- z(pos)
x(pos), y(0) :- z(pos)
x(0), y(neg) :- z(neg)
...














4.4.3 UPE: Unused Process Elimination
5 ????? UPE ??????????????UPE ???????????? A
????A??????????????????UPE????????? αUPE ??
????????P ? A????????????????????????Q? A?
??????????????????? P ? Q ? αUPE ??????????A ?
???????????????????????????? FlatLMNtal??????














p(P), waiting(P), q(Q), waiting(Q), semaphore,
(waiting(X) :- requesting(X)),
(requesting(X), semaphore :- processing(X)),
(proccesing(X) :- waiting(X), semaphore).








???????????????? (p(P), waiting(P), q(Q), requesting(Q)) ?
(p(P), requesting(P), q(Q), waiting(Q))??????????????????
????????????? 5.1??????? 2?????????????????
????? 2???????????????????
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? 5.1 ????????????????????????????????????
? 5.2 ?????#????? 5.1?????
????2????? p? q?????????????#????????????
????
#(P), waiting(P), #(Q), waiting(Q), semaphore,
(waiting(X) :- requesting(X)),
(requesting(X), semaphore :- processing(X)),
(proccesing(X) :- waiting(X), semaphore)
?????????????? 5.2?????????? 5.1)?????????? 5.2
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? 5.1
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?????????













?????????????????????????????LP M(pi) = p?LP M(pii) =
(X1, . . . , Xn) ??????? pi ??? n ? num(pi)?i ?????????????
atom(pi, i)????P ??????? pi ??????????? pi ?????? pi′ ??
? LP M(pi′) = {}???????? pi′ ?????????????????? membrane
????????pi ???????????????? membrane(pi) = ϵ???????
P ????? piM ??????????????? atoms(LP M, piM ) ????????
atoms(LP M, ϵ)? P ??????????????????????????P ????
????????????????? atoms(LP M)????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? P ????? piM ???? p(X1, . . . , Xn) ????
??????????????? add ? LP M?piM?p???????????????
L = {(1, X1), . . . , (n,Xn)}????????????????????
add(LP M, piM , p, L)(pi) :=

c (pi = piM1)
p (pi = piM11)
Xi (pi = piM11i)LP M(ρ) (pi = piM2ρ)LP M(pi) (otherwise)




? 5.4 UPE ???????? 0 ?
????# (• ???????) ???
???
?????? P ??????? pia ??????? del?????????*1?
del(LP M, pia)(pi) := {0 (pi = pia)LP M(pi) (otherwise)

















UPE?????????????????????????????????????JP K = (SP , RP , P )?????UPE????????? UPE(JP K) = (S#P , R#P ,UPE(P ))
*1 2.5????????
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F := atom names occurring in the rules of P
for each pi in atoms(LP M) do
if LP M(pi) ̸∈ F then
D := D ∪ {pi}
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , num(pi)} do
pi′ = atom(pi, i)
if LP M(pi′) ∈ F or membrane(pi) ̸= membrane(pi′) then





for each membrane piM in LP M do
if atoms(LP M, piM ) ⊆ D then
A := A ∪ {(piM , #, ∅)}
end if
end for
return updated P by adding A and deleting D
end function
????????SP # := {UPE(s) | s ∈ SP },RP # := {(UPE(s),UPE(t)) | (s, t) ∈ RP }
??????????????????? UPE????????????????UPE
???????????????
?? 5.2.1. ∀s, t ∈ SP , (s, t) ∈ RP =⇒ (UPE(s),UPE(t)) ∈ RP #.
??. s, t ∈ SP ?????s ?? t ??????? α = T :- U ??????????
??????????s? T ??? θ ????? Tθ ?????????????s, t?
Tθ, Uθ ??????????????s? t????? (Tθ, P )? (Uθ, P )????s, t
????? UPE ????????Tθ, Uθ ??????P ??????????????
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UPE(s)? Tθ ????UPE(t)? Uθ ???????????? UPE(s),UPE(t)???
??????????(UPE(s),UPE(t)) ∈ RP # ????
?????????UPE ????????????????
?? 5.2.2. UPE(JP K) = JUPE(P )K.
??. JP K ??????? s ????????? P ???????????? 5.2.1
?? UPE ?????????????UPE(JP K) ????????????????
UPE(P ) ????????????????UPE(JP K) ? JUPE(P )K ????????
???????JP K???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????





?????? UPE(JP K)???????????? JP K?????????????
?????????? UPE??????????????????
?? 5.2.3. ∀s, t ∈ Sp, s ≡ t =⇒ UPE(s) ≡ UPE(t)
??. ???? P ?? s?????????? P ??????? T ????? U ??
??????????? P ?? t ?? T ′ ????? U ′ ?????????????
? P ??????? P0, P ′0 ???? P ≡ P0, T ≡ P ′0, T ′ ??????????????
s ≡ P0, U , t ≡ P ′0, U ′ ??????? s ≡ t?? P0, U ≡ P ′0, U ′ ?????? 5.2.1??
???????? UPE? T, T ′ ???????????P ??? UPE????????
????????D???P0, P ′0 ????????????????????Q0, Q
′
0 ?
??????? s ≡ t ⇐⇒ D,Q0, U ≡ D,Q′0, U ′ ?????UPE?????????
??? D ? Q0, Q′0, U, U
′ ??????????????????? 2.5.3?? (E5)?
????? Q0, U ≡ Q′0, U ′??????UPE(s) ≡ UPE(t)??????
?? 5.2.3???????????????
?? 5.2.4. JP K/≡ = (SP/≡, RP/≡, P ),UPE(JP K/≡) = (S#P/≡, R#P/≡, P #) ?????
|S#P/≡| ≤ |SP/≡|????
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??. ?? 5.2.3?? UPE???????????????SP ???????????
? S#P ?????????????????????????????
?????UPE? JP K/≡???????????????? |S#P/≡|? |SP/≡|???
?????????????????????? UPE???? 6???????
5.3 UPE????
????????????? 2.6 ????????????????? L ?????
?????4??????????? UPE????????????
????? JP K = (SP , RP , P, L) ????????? σ : SP → S#P ?????
σ(JP K) = (S#P , R#P , P #, L)? JP K???????????????????
∀s, t ∈ SP , (s, t) ∈ RP =⇒ (UPE(s),UPE(t)) ∈ R#P
∀s ∈ SP , L(s) = L′(UPE(s))
????
?????????????? JP K? JP K# ???????????????????
????? L : SP → 2AP ? L′ : S#P → 2AP ?????????
UPE??????????????? UPE? L?????????????????




?? 5.3.1. ???? P ? LTL? φ?????????? UPE??????????
UPE(JP K) |= φ =⇒ JP K |= φ























????????? 2 ????????????????????? 2 ???????
????????????????????????????????????????
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??? 3?????????









0-step ruleset ??????????? 2 ??????????????
x(4), y(3), (x(M), y(N) :- L = M + N | z(L) ????????????
???????????
x(N) :- N > 1 | x(1)
?????????? 0-step ruleset ??????????????x ???????





2. ????????????????????A? B???????? 0????
???????????????







*1 version 2.3.1 (de98fcb)
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????????????????????? LMNtal ??? SLIM ? UPE ????
???????????????????????????? 6.2????
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No Abstraction Interval UPE Interval & UPE
??? 150720 2080 38208 768
???? (1) yes no(103) yes no(81)
???? (2) no(7706) no(432) no(7706) no(432)
???? (3) no(42) no(42) no(42) no(42)
???? (4) no(475) no(125) no(331) no(97)
???? (5) no(269) no(101) no(185) no(78)
???? (6a) no(269) no(103) no(111) no(83)
???? (6b) no(269) no(103) no(111) no(83)
???? (7) no(42) no(42) no(36) no(36)
???? (8) yes no(133) yes no(103)
???? (9) no(316) no(103) no(220) no(79)
???? (10) no(42) no(42) no(42) no(42)
???? (11) yes yes yes yes





















Dekker, Peterson, Doran-Thomas ????? 2 ?????Udding’s starvation-free






????Udding’s starvation-free algorithm ??????????????????
?????? UPE?????????? 6.1?? 6.2?????????Udding’s??
N ????????? UPE???????????????????? 1/N !????
??Udding’s? Listing 6.1???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????N ???????????????? N ! ???????????????
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?????? 6.1 Peterson’s Algorithm Modeled in LMNtal
1 { var(wantp), -WantP1, -WantP2, -WantP3, +False1 }.
2 { var(wantq), -WantQ1, -WantQ2, -WantQ3, +False2 }.
3 { var(last), -Last1, -Last2, -Last3, -Last4, +One1 }.
4 { value(true), -True1, -True2 }.
5 { value(false), -False1, -False2, -False3, -False4, -False5, -False6 }.
6 { value(one), -One1, -One2, -One3 }.
7 { value(two), -Two1, -Two2 }.
8 { process(p).

























Udding’s (3 processes) 7619 1478
Philosophers 16805 3365
Philosophers (no Deadlock) 16806 16806
? 6.2 The effect of UPE on the number of states
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? 6.1 Number of states of Udding’s
starvation-free algorithm
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2 * 1. ??????????????????????????
3 * 2. ??????????????????
4 * 3. ?????????A ? B?????A ? B ??? 100 ?????
5 * 4. ???????????A ????B ???????
6 * 5. ????????????????????
7 * 6. ????????????
8 * (1) ???? (power_off)
9 * (2) ???? (power_on)






















32 item(X, N) :- N > 1 | item(X, 1).
33 item(X, N) :- N < -1 | item(X, -1).
34 }.
35
36 // 1. ???????????ON ?????????????????
37 operation(switch_power), state(power_off) :- operation(ready), state(power_on).
38
39 // 2. ?????????????????????????????
40 // (1) A ? B ???????? 0 ?????????????????????????????????
41 operation(insert_coin), state(power_on),
42 item(A, 0), item(B, 0), coin_return(empty) :-
43 operation(ready), state(power_on), item(A, 0), item(B, 0), coin_return(1).
44 // (2) A ????????????? B ??????????????????????????????????????????????
45 operation(insert_coin), state(power_on),
46 item(Item, X), coin_sink(Y) :- X > 0, YY = Y + 1 |
47 operation(ready), state(coin_inserted), item(Item, X), coin_sink(YY).
48
49 // 3. ???????????????????????????????????
50 // (1) ??????????????????????????????????????????????
51 operation(insert_coin), state(coin_inserted), coin_return(empty), coin_sink(Y) :- Y =:= 3 |
52 operation(ready), state(coin_inserted), coin_return(1), coin_sink(Y).
53 // (2) ?????????????????????????????????????????
54 operation(insert_coin), state(coin_inserted), coin_sink(Y) :- Y < 3, YY = Y + 1 |
55 operation(ready), state(coin_inserted), coin_sink(YY).
56
57 // 4. ?????????????????????????????????
58 // (1) A ??????????????B ????
59 // (a) A ????? 1 ??????A ????????????????????????????????????????????
60 operation(buy(Item)), state(coin_inserted), item_return(empty),
61 item(Item2, Stock), coin_sink(X), coin_return(empty) :- Item == Item2, Stock > 0, X > 1, XX = X - 1, S = Stock - 1 |
62 operation(ready), state(power_on), item_returned(Item),
63 item(Item2, S), coin_sink(0), coin_return(XX).
64 // ??????????
65 operation(buy(Item)), state(coin_inserted), item_return(empty),
66 item(Item2, Stock), coin_sink(X) :- Item == Item2, Stock > 0, X =:= 1, S = Stock - 1 |
67 operation(ready), state(power_on), item_returned(Item),
68 item(Item2, S), coin_sink(0).
69 // (b) A ????? 0 ?????????????????
70 operation(buy(Item)), state(coin_inserted), item(Item2, 0), coin_sink(X) :-Item == Item2 |
71 operation(ready), state(coin_inserted), item(Item, 0), coin_sink(X).
72
73 // 5. ??ON/OFF ????????????????????????????????????????
74 // ??????????????????????????
75 // ??ON/OFF > ????? > ???????
76 power_switch(ready) :- power_switch(pressed).
77 coin(ready) :- coin(inserting).
78 buy_button(I, ready) :- buy_button(I, pressed).
79
80 operation(ready), power_switch(ready), coin(ready), buy_button(I, pressed) :- unary(I) |
81 operation(buy(I)), power_switch(ready), coin(ready), buy_button(I, ready).
82 operation(ready), power_switch(ready), coin(inserting), buy_button(I, S) :- unary(S) |
83 operation(insert_coin), power_switch(ready), coin(ready), buy_button(I, ready).
84 operation(ready), power_switch(pressed), coin(S1), buy_button(I, S2) :- unary(S1), unary(S2) |
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85 operation(switch_power), power_switch(ready), coin(ready), buy_button(I, ready).
86
87 // [??????]
88 // 1. ????????????????????????????????????????????
89 operation(insert_coin), state(power_off), coin_return(empty) :-
90 operation(ready), state(power_off), coin_return(1).
91 // 2. ??????????????????????
OFF ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
92 operation(switch_power), state(power_on) :-
93 operation(ready), state(power_off).
94 operation(switch_power), state(coin_inserted), coin_sink(X), coin_return(empty) :-
95 operation(ready), state(power_off), coin_sink(0), coin_return(X).
96
97 // ????????????????
98 coin_return(X) :- X > 0 | coin_return(empty).
99 // ??????????????




104 * (1) ???????????ON ?????????????????
105 * (2) ????????????????????A ? B ???????? 0 ???????????????????
106 * (3) ????????????????????A ???? B ????? 1 ?????????????????????????
107 * (4) ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
108 * (5) ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
109 * (6) ???????????????????????????????
110 * (a) A ??????????????A ???????????? A ?????????????????????????????????????
111 * (b) A ??????????????A ???????????? A ?????????????????????????????????????
112 * (7) ???????????????????????????????????
113 * (8) ???????????OFF ??????????????????
114 * (9) ??????????????OFF ???????????????????????????????????
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3 { Done = pc([addr(Instr, Ret) | CallStack], []), $p[Instr, Ret, Done, CallStack|*A] } :-
4 { pc(CallStack, Instr, Ret), Done = [], $p[Instr, Ret, Done, CallStack|*A] }.
5 halt@@
6 { Done = pc([], []), $p[Done | *A] } :-
7 { Done = []. $p[Done | *A] }.
8
9 loop@@
10 { Done = pc(CallStack, [loop(Instr) | T]), $p[CallStack, Instr, Done, T | *A] } :-
11 { Y = pc([addr(X, Done) | CallStack], Instr), X = [loop(Y) | T], $p[CallStack, Instr, Done, T | *A] }.
12
13 nop@@
14 { Done = pc(CallStack, [nop(X) | T]), $p[CallStack, X, T, Done | *A] } :-
15 { Done = [nop(X) | pc(CallStack, T)], $p[CallStack, X, T, Done | *A] }.
16
17 assign@@
18 { Done = pc(CallStack, [assign(Ref, Exp) | T]), $p1[T, CallStack, Done, Exp | *A1] }, { -Ref, $p2 } :-
19 { Done = [assign(Ref, eval(Exp, Value)) | pc(CallStack, [assign_eval(Var, Value) | T])], $p1[T, CallStack, Done, Exp | *A1]
}, { -Ref, -Var, $p2 }.
20
21 await@@
22 { Done = pc(T2, [await(Cond) | T]), $p[T, T2, Cond, Done | *A] } :-
23 { Done = pc(T2, [await_eval(eval(Cond, Bool), Bool) | T]), $p[T, T2, Cond, Done | *A] }.
24
25 await_true@@
26 { Done = pc(T2, [await_eval(Cond, true) | T]), $p[T,T2,Cond,Done|*A] } :-
27 { Done = [await(Cond)|pc(T2, T)], $p[T, T2, Cond,Done|*A] }.
28 await_false@@
29 { Done = pc(T2, [await_eval(Cond, false) | T]), $p[T,T2,Cond,Done|*A] } :-
30 { Done = [await(Cond) | pc(T2, T)], $p[T, T2, Cond,Done|*A] }.
31
32 if@@
33 { Done = pc(CallStack, [if(Cond, Then) | T]), $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Then, T | *A] } :-
34 { Done = pc(CallStack, [if_eval(eval(Cond, Bool), Bool, Then) | T]), $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Then, T | *A] }.
35
36 if_then_else@@
37 { Done = pc(CallStack, [if(Cond, Then, Else) | T]), $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Then, Else, T | *A] } :-
38 { Done = pc(CallStack, [if_eval(eval(Cond, Bool), Bool, Then, Else) | T]), $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Then, Else, T | *A] }.
39
40 while@@
41 { Done = pc(CallStack, [while(Cond, Body) | T]), $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Body, T | *A] } :-




45 { Done = pc(CallStack, [wait(Sem) | T]), $p1[Done, CallStack, T | *A] }, { -Sem, +N, $p2 }, { next(S), $p3 }, { -N, prev(S),
$p4 } :-
46 { Done = [wait(Sem) | pc(CallStack, T)], $p1[Done, CallStack, T | *A] }, { -Sem, +N, $p2 }, { next(S), -N, $p3 }, { prev(S),
$p4 }.
47 signal@@
48 { Done = pc(CallStack, [signal(Sem) | T]), $p1[Done, CallStack, T | *A] }, { -Sem, +N, $p2 } :-





54 { Done = pc(CallStack, [if_eval(Cond, true, Then) | Next]), $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Then, Next | *A] } :-
55 { Done = [if(Cond, pc([addr(Next, Back) | CallStack], Then)) | Back], $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Then, Next | *A] }.
56 if_false@@
57 { Done = pc(CallStack, [if_eval(Cond, false, Then) | Next]), $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Then, Next | *A] } :-
58 { Done = [if(Cond, Then) | pc(CallStack, Next)], $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Then, Next | *A] }.
59
60 if_true@@
61 { Done = pc(CallStack, [if_eval(Cond, true, Then, Else) | Next]), $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Then, Else, Next | *A] } :-
62 { Done = [if(Cond, pc([addr(Next, Back) | CallStack], Then), Else) | Back], $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Then, Else, Next | *
A] }.
63 if_false@@
64 { Done = pc(CallStack, [if_eval(Cond, false, Then, Else) | Next]), $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Then, Else, Next | *A] } :-




68 { Done = pc(CallStack, [assign_eval(Ref, Value) | T]), $p1[CallStack, T, Done | *A]}, { -Ref, +V, $p2 }, { -Value, $p3 }, {
-V, $p4 } :-
69 { Done = pc(CallStack, T), $p1[CallStack, T, Done | *A] }, { +V, $p2 }, { -V, $p3 }, { $p4 }.
70 assign_eval@@
71 { Done = pc(CallStack, [assign_eval(Ref, Value) | T]), $p1[CallStack, T, Done | *A]}, { -Ref, +V, $p2 }, { -Value, -V, $p3 }
:-
72 { Done = pc(CallStack, T), $p1[CallStack, T, Done | *A] }, { +V, $p2 }, { -V, $p3 }.
73
74 while_true@@
75 { Done = pc(CallStack, [while_eval(Cond, true, Body) | T]), $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Body, T | *A] } :-
76 { Next = [while(Cond, Back) | T], Back = pc([addr(Next, Done) | CallStack], Body), $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Body, T | *A]
}.
77 while_true@@
78 { Done = pc(CallStack, [while_eval(Cond, false, Body) | T]), $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Body, T | *A] } :-
79 { Done = [while(Cond, Body) | pc(CallStack, T)], $p[Done, CallStack, Cond, Body, T | *A] }.
80
81 eval_ref@@
82 { Exp = eval(Ref, Ret), $p1[Exp, Ret | *A1] }, { -Ref, $p2 } :-
83 { Exp = Ref, Ret = eval_ref(V), $p1[Exp, Ret | *A1] }, { -Ref, -V, $p2 }.
84 eval_var@@
85 { Ret = eval_ref(Ref), $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { var(X), -Ref, +V, $p2[X | *A2] }, { -V, $p3 } :-
86 { Ret = eval_ref(Ref), $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { var(X), +V, $p2[X | *A2] }, { -V, -Ref, $p3 }.
87 eval_val@@
88 { Ret = eval_ref(Ref), $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { value(X), -Ref, $p2[X | *A2] } :-
89 { Ret = Ref, $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { value(X), -Ref, $p2[X | *A2] }.
90
91 eval_or@@
92 { Cond = eval(or(A, B), Bool), $p[A, B, Bool, Cond | *X] } :-
93 { Cond = or(eval(A, A_), eval(B, B_)), eval_or(A_, B_, Bool), $p[A, B, Bool, Cond | *X] }.
94 eval_or_tt@@
95 { eval_or(true, true, Bool), $p[Bool|*X] } :-
96 { Bool = true, $p[Bool|*X] }.
97 eval_or_tf@@
98 { eval_or(true, false, Bool), $p[Bool|*X] } :-
99 { Bool = true, $p[Bool|*X] }.
100 eval_or_ft@@
101 { eval_or(false, true, Bool), $p[Bool|*X] } :-
102 { Bool = true, $p[Bool|*X] }.
103 eval_or_ff@@
104 { eval_or(false, false, Bool), $p[Bool|*X] } :-
105 { Bool = false, $p[Bool|*X] }.
106
107 eval_not@@
108 { Cond = eval(not(P), Bool), $p[P, Cond, Bool | *X] } :-
109 { Cond = not(eval(P, B)), eval_not(B, Bool), $p[P, Cond, Bool | *X] }.
110 eval_not_true@@
111 { eval_not(true, Bool), $p[Bool | *X] } :-
112 { Bool = false, $p[Bool | *X] }.
113 eval_not_false@@
114 { eval_not(false, Bool), $p[Bool | *X] } :-
115 { Bool = true, $p[Bool | *X] }.
116
117 eval_eq@@
118 { Cond = eval(eq(A, B), Bool), $p1[Cond, Bool, A, B | *A1] } :-
119 { Cond = eq(eval(A, A_), eval(B, B_)), Bool = eq_eval(A_, B_), $p1[Cond, Bool, A, B | *A1] }.
120
121 eval_eq_true@@
122 { Bool = eq_eval(A, B), $p1[Bool | *A1] }, { -A, -B, $p2 } :-
123 { Bool = true, $p1[Bool | *A1] }, { $p2 }.
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124 eval_eq_false@@
125 { Bool = eq_eval(A, B), $p1[Bool | *A1] }, { -A, $p2 }, { -B, $p3 } :-






132 { Cond = eval(succ(Exp), Ret), $p1[Cond, Exp, Ret | *A1] } :-
133 { Cond = succ(eval(Exp, V)), Ret = succ_eval(V), $p1[Cond, Exp, Ret | *A1] }.
134 eval_pred@@
135 { Cond = eval(pred(Exp), Ret), $p1[Cond, Exp, Ret | *A1] } :-
136 { Cond = pred(eval(Exp, V)), Ret = pred_eval(V), $p1[Cond, Exp, Ret | *A1] }.
137
138 succ_eval_0@@
139 { Ret = succ_eval(V), $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { value(X), -V, top, $p2[X|*A2] } :-
140 { Ret = V, $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { value(X), next(S), $p2[X|*A2] }, { -V, prev(S), top, value(s) }.
141 succ_eval@@
142 { Ret = succ_eval(V), $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { -V, next(S), $p2 }, { prev(S), $p3 } :-
143 { Ret = V, $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { next(S), $p2 }, { prev(S), -V, $p3 }.
144 pred_eval_0@@
145 { Ret = pred_eval(V), $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { -V, bot, $p2 } :-
146 { Ret = V, $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { -V, bot, next(L), value(p) }, { prev(L), $p2 }.
147 pred_eval@@
148 { Ret = pred_eval(V), $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { next(S), $p3 }, { -V, prev(S), $p2 } :-
149 { Ret = V, $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { next(S), -V, $p3 }, { prev(S), $p2 }.
150
151 eval_lt@@
152 { Cond = eval(lt(A, B), Ret), $p1[Cond, A, B, Ret | *A1] } :-
153 { Cond = lt(eval(A, A_), eval(B, B_)), Ret = lt_eval(A_, B_), $p1[Cond, A, B, Ret | *A1] }.
154 { Ret = lt_eval(A, B), $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { -A, -B, $p2 } :-
155 { Ret = false, $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { $p2 }.
156 { Ret = lt_eval(A, B), $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { -A, bot, $p2 }, { -B, $p3 } :-
157 { Ret = true, $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { bot, $p2 }, { $p3 }.
158 { Ret = lt_eval(A, B), $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { -A, $p2 }, { bot, -B, $p3 } :-
159 { Ret = false, $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { $p2 }, { bot, $p3 }.
160 { Ret = lt_eval(A, B), $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { -A, prev(P1), $p2[P1 | *A2] }, { -B, prev(P2), $p3[P2 | *A3] } :-
161 { Ret = lt_eval(pred_eval(A), pred_eval(B)), $p1[Ret | *A1] }, { -A, prev(P1), $p2[P1 | *A2] }, { -B, prev(P2), $p3[P2 | *
A3] }.
162 }.
